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Making Peace With Autism One
The children's book Alone Bird follows a young girl named Tilly Bird through a day at school. Tilly has autism and her classmates struggle to understand why she communicates and plays differently.
'Alone Bird' Children's Book Brings Representation To Kids With Autism
Judy Burns started the "Kids for Camp" with Autism Pensacola, and helped add the "Ronald McDonald Family Room" to the children's hospital.
'It is the love of my life': Judy Burns retires as Ronald McDonald House executive director
Project Lifesaver P.E.I. trained eight new volunteers on the weekend to help search for Islanders who might be more likely to wander off and go missing. The international organization provides ...
New search and rescue volunteers trained for Project Lifesaver P.E.I.
World Autism Awareness Day — launching a month of activities and events across the world including the Autism Speaks ' Light It Up Blue campaign. Each year, key landmarks across Canada and the globe, ...
5 ways to challenge systemic ableism during Autism Acceptance Month
"I needed peace and needed to be strong ... As for Madison, she said autism is just something she has and it does not make her who she is--she is just Madison. "It makes me see differently than ...
Parenting: A mother's story of raising a child with autism
raising two boys with autism, her family's dynamic is one that hasn’t been deeply researched. Though she has found a handful of families like hers on social media, and that has strengthened her ...
A mother with autism shares her experience raising two sons with the disorder: ‘We’re here, we exist’
The memories are so painful that Birhanu Haile sometimes forgets to eat. He is one of thousands of ethnic Tigrayans clinging to a marginal existence after fleeing their ...
In Ethiopia camp, displaced Tigrayans live with hunger, fear
I always need to take my disability into account when I make consumer choices. (I prefer identity-first phrasing, so autistic or autistic person, rather than person with autism.) Something a ...
Sensory-Friendly Picks for Life on the Autism Spectrum
A Salmon Arm youth’s knack for breaking world records earned him special attention during Autism Acceptance Month. In January of this year, Auldin Maxwell’s talent for stacking Jenga blocks earned him ...
Young Salmon Arm Guinness World Record breaker helps raise autism awareness
As there is no cure for autism, the doll could provide a breakthrough in treatment. Autism, a common condition, estimated to affect one or two children ... turns to play and making eye contact ...
Could playing with a doll be the new cure for autism?
Signs of autism ... one’s mental health is just as important after all. Redditor Disastrous-Soup-5413 also adds how the mother “needs to be led by someone that will bring peace and ...
Real stories: My wife hates our son who might be autistic
One of the easiest ways to connect ... This Friday is World Autism Awareness Day, a day to celebrate those that make up the broad nature of the autism spectrum. Perhaps the most worldwide symbol ...
The Problem With the Autism Puzzle Piece
Social media users with autism are imploring stars like Jimmy Kimmel, Maya Rudolph, Adam Sandler, Chris Rock, and Mark Hamill to drop out of an upcoming YouTube fundraising event for NEXT for ...
Stars including Jimmy Kimmel are slammed for doing a fundraiser for 'autism hate groups'
The bracelets are part of a program called Project Lifesaver. The bracelets emit a radio frequency that helps police officers locate someone who has wandered away from home and my not be able to find ...
Project Lifesaver comes to Lincoln
Mario Gonzalez lost his job just before the coronavirus pandemic took hold more than a year ago, and like countless others in the country, he hadn't been able to find work. His mother recounts what a ...
Who was Mario Gonzalez? Before death in police custody, man had lost job during pandemic
One bill that is making its way through the legislature would ... advocacy organizations and a representative from the Peace Officer Standards and Training Board (P.O.S.T.) to come up with the ...
Lawmakers consider a bill to add more training for police on how to deal with people with disabilities
Things are not ideal right now for them and there is nothing one can do much about that. There are however certain changes that the parents need to make in their routine with a child on autism ...
Qatar- Call for enhanced services for children with autism
The international organization provides tracking bracelets to people who could be prone to wandering, such as people with autism ... one-time up-front cost, but Arsenault said they try to make ...
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